Summer 2019 Newsletter

Vikky Alexander
Cheetah and Pavillion at Sans Souci, 2013
Digital ink jet on matte archival paper
Edition 1/3 - 27.5” x 39.5”

Summer is finally here!
Along with exhibitions, installations and talks featuring TrépanierBaer artists.
Mark your calendars!
All events are a must-see!
Vikky Alexander: Extreme Beauty
Curated by Daina Augaitis, Curator Emeritus
Vancouver Art Gallery
July 6 to October 27, 2019
This exhibition is the first retrospective of the work of this notable Canadian artist who has been exhibiting
photographs, montages, sculptures, collages and installations for more than three decades. Comprising
approximately 85 works in all media and occupying the majority of the Gallery’s second floor, Extreme
Beauty examines the major themes that have occupied Alexander for more than three decades – including
the appropriated image, the artificially of nature, and the seduction of space – as the artist unravels the
mechanisms of display that shape meaning and desire in our culture.
This exhibition is accompanied by an eponymous catalogue co-published by the Vancouver Art Gallery and
Figure 1, with texts by Daina Augaitis, Vincent Bonin, Leah Pires and Nancy Tousely.
Artist Talk:
Tuesday, July 9, 2019 at 7:00 PM
Vikky Alexander with Daina Augaitis
Room 4East
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Kent Merriman Jr.
Box 1, 2015
Oil and acrylic on canvas / 56.5” x 42”

One New Work
Kent Merriman Jr.: Remnants
Curated by Nancy Tousley
Glenbow Museum
June 29 to September 15, 2019
The ninth installment in curator Nancy Tousley’s ongoing series features new work by emerging Calgary artist Kent
Merriman Jr., whose highly laborious sculptural paintings fool the eye by masquerading as flattened cardboard
boxes, poured concrete, rusted metal panels and clear plastic baggies. As important as the objects are, it is the
element of time and its effect on them that truly inspires him. The impeccable surfaces of his paintings, with their
flawlessly rendered rusted lacerations, scars and bumps, serve as more than mere representations of the real;
instead the works mysteriously transform into quiet metaphors for the fragile, vulnerable and finite realities of our
lives.
Kent Merriman Jr. pushes the boundaries of traditional painting and two-dimensional illusion until the latter
breaks open into the three-dimensional world.
What are these ordinary things plucked from the flow of the visual that surround us every day? Signs of
use, wear, deterioration and degradation mark their surfaces and imbue them with histories and a sense of
existence through time. They inhabit our space. Are these things made of paint - fragments of walls, metal
panels, a rubber band caught in a cyclone fence, a flattened cardboard box, a baggie - reality or fiction? Their
vivid material existence suggests that there is a third possibility.
With startling trompe l’oeil realism, this 33-year-old Calgary artist makes paintings that bring the medium into the
realm of sculpture. His closely observed paintings take on the character and 3D physicality of the objects they
depict. They present a challenge to the limits of painting as representation and challenge the viewer’s grasp of
reality.
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The 10 paintings in this One New Work exhibition will both hang on the wall and lie on the floor in an installation
that will enhance their remarkable presence as objects.

Geoffrey James,
The Entrance to Zåle Cemetery, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2014
Inkjet Print / 9.75” x 15” (image)

Geoffrey James : Working Spaces | Civic Settings: Jože Plecnik in Ljubljana
Curated by Laura Miller
Daniels Faculty of Architecture, Landscape, and Design
University of Toronto
On View until July 12, 2019
In this exhibition, Toronto-based photographer Geoffrey James traces the legacy of Slovenian architect Jože
Plecnik, focusing on his transformation of the city of Ljubljana—a gesamtkunstwerk (a “total work of art”) that
has left an indelible mark. As an architecture professor who took no professional fees, Plecnik became, over
a period of almost three decades, the city’s de facto planner. He excavated the original Roman walls, created
new avenues and squares, built an eccentrically ornamented sluice gate that tamed the city’s unruly river,
and then went on to create of series of brilliant urban spaces. Plecnik designed schools, several churches,
and a cemetery that opens with a series of chapels that protect the privacy of the mourners. His National and
University Library is perhaps his greatest achievement, a building whose gravitas and superb, dark entrance
hall has echoes of Michelangelo’s Laurentian Library in Florence.
James’ black-and-white images, made with a hand-held camera, avoid the rigid conventions of architectural
photography. Taken at both day and night, and through the seasons, they convey both the intimate details of
Plecnik’s studio and the wide scope of his achievements. In the exhibition, animated photographs on multiple
digital screens show the use of the architect’s hugely successful social spaces. “There is a combination of
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the social and the spiritual in Plecnik’s work that is not evident in most of the architectural photographs I have
seen,” James says. “I am trying to do justice to a complex subject and at the same time make images that are
worthy as photographs.”

Luanne Martineau
Hanger, 2008
Dyed wool, silk organza, pin-felted wool and thread
93” (H) x 67” (W) x 10” (D)
Collection of the Remai Modern

Recent Acquisitions
Curated by Sandra Fraser
Remai Modern
March 2 to July 14, 2019
Remai Modern’s collection, now numbering nearly 8,000 works, is continually growing. This impeccably
curated exhibition showcases a selection of recent acquisitions that trace the avant-garde impulse and
highlights issues facing artists today. The selected artists include Luanne Martineau, Lynda Benglis, Martineau,
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Mary Scott, IAIN BAXTER&, Joyce Wieland, Bob Boyer, Colette Whiten, to name a few. Looking at gender,
craft, conceptualism and art historical canons, Martineau’s practice examines the ideas of de-skilling and reskilling, arguing that labour is not the antithesis of the intellect.

Marcel Barbeau
Manon à New York, 1965
Acrylique sur toile / 122 x 122 cm
Gift of Arthur Ruddy. Collection of the Musée d’art de Joliette
© Marcel Barbeau

Marcel Barbeau: Vibrato
Curated by Marie-Hélène Foisy and Émilie Grandmont Bérubé
Musée des beaux-arts de Sherbrooke
June 20 to September 29, 2019
This exhibition is anchored by works by Marcel Barbeau that are in the permanent collection of the Musée
d’art de Joliette. Vibrato pays tribute to a great painter and sculptor from Québec, in an exhibition that
retraces key moments from the artists Optical period. In 1964, Barbeau moved to New York, after having
lived in both Montréal and Paris. This rich cultural and artistic environment ignited the artist’s senses: the
incessant movement of the city, cars, passers-by, lights, and the music of jazz clubs - where he dances until
dawn - stimulate his interest in movement and kinetics. Barbeau’s first Optical works were made during this
period. The purpose of the exhibition is to trace the key moments that led Barbeau to join this movement,
while underscoring the importance of this period in the artist’s production.
Born in 1925, Marcel Barbeau is a pupil of Paul-Émile Borduas, at the École du meuble de Montréal from 1942
to 1947. There he meets with a group of young artists who will form the group known at the Automatistes.
He made his first abstract works with Jean-Paul Riopelle, experimenting with several techniques, including
“dripping”. And Barbeau was one of the signatories of the Refus Global Manifesto. After the dissolution of
the Automatistes, he lead a nomadic life across Canada and the United States. By the mid-1960’s, Barbeau
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devotes himself to optical art. A world-class movement, optical art or Op Art brought together artists whose
works, inspired by scientific theories, reveal optical illusions that physiological effects on the viewer. Barbeau
kept to the margins of the movement: his works present and preserve an emotional and spontaneous
character, despite their apparent rigidity.

DaveandJenn
This creeping feeling, 2015
Polymer clay and mixed medium
10 3/8 ”x 7” x 12 ½ ”

DaveandJenn in Terrestrial Beings
Curated by Jasmine Keillor
Eslpanade Art Gallery, Medicine Hat
June 8 to August 3, 2019
At once sublimely elegant and ruthlessly daunting, the lush intricacies of the natural world have delighted,
nourished, intrigued and wrought havoc upon the human race since time immemorial. Occupying a place
between reality, dream, memory and myth, Terrestrial Beings presents strange and wonderful works in which
representations of the body and the land intersect physically, psychologically and metaphorically. Through
sculpture, painting, drawing, and cut-paper, twelve contemporary artists from across the country, including
DaveandJenn, embrace their connection to the earth as fertile ground for deeper spiritual and intellectual
exploration.
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DaveandJenn
We run in packs, 2015
Resin, acrylic and oil paint
28 3/8” x 24 ½” x 4”
Collection of the Art Gallery of Hamilton

DaveandJenn in
The Collection Continues: A Quarter Century of Collecting
Art Gallery of Hamilton
June 21, 2019 to January 25, 2020
The Collection Continues brings together outstanding works acquired over the last twenty-five years by the
Art Gallery of Hamilton for its permanent collection.
Featuring local, national, and international artists from the past and present, including DaveandJenn, this
exhibition considers the remarkable growth of the permanent collection and the intimate connections between
its many strengths. The generosity of donors, the foresight of directors and curators, the formative role of
living artists, and the rise of new generations of artists that explore a diverse array of media and subject matter
are all explored here.
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Danny Singer
Sintaluta, 2007 - Detail
Archival ink jet print / Edition of 5
30.5” x 120”
Collection of the Vancouver Art Gallery

Danny Singer in
Views of the Collection: The Street
Curated by Grant Arnold, Audain Curator of British Columbia Art
Vancouver Art Gallery
April 19 to November 17, 2019
Views of the Collection: The Street is part of a series of presentations on the 4th floor that comprise thematic
perspectives on the Gallery’s collection. Launched in 2018, this new initiative celebrates our collection’s
breadth and unique strengths. The urban street has been an important source of inspiration for artists since
the Renaissance, and it remains one of the primary sites for the production and enactment of culture in
the world today. As the central space in which private and public realms intersect, the street is an arena
where individual gestures and chance encounters speak to the conviviality and pleasures, the challenges and
alienation of everyday life. Comprising more than 50 works from the Gallery’s holdings, The Street includes
painting, photography, sculpture and video ranging in date from the eighteenth century to the present. The
exhibition will feature work by Canadian and international artists, including Roy Arden, Kati Campbell, Robert
Capa, Allyson Clay, Robert Frank, Fred Herzog, Judy Radul and Ian Wallace.
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PEAK FOR FALL 2019
The Fall 2019 season at TrépanierBaer is not to be missed
with solo exhibitions and the release of new works!
More details to follow; in the interim, please note the following:
•

Chris Cran will be the subject of a solo exhibition curated by Christine Sowiak at The Nickle Galleries in
opening in September.

•

Christian Eckart will be included in an exhibition titled Re:Calculations, featuring a selection of recent
acquisitions of contemporary art, added to the Art Gallery of Alberta’s collection over the last few years. This
exhibition is curated by Catherine Crowston and is on view from September 7, 2019 to March 15, 2020.

•

Christian Eckart and Evan Penny will be featured in a group exhibition titled MONSOON at Griffin Art
Projects, Vancouver. This exhibition includes works by Katie Ohe, Robin Arsenault, and Isla Burns. Curated
by Lisa Baldissera, the exhibition will be on view from September 2019 to January 2020.

•

Luanne Martineau will be featured in a solo exhibition at the Musée d’art contemporain des Laurentides in
Saint-Jérôme, Québec, in November.

•

Chris Millar will unveil a new kinetic, dramatic, kaleidoscopic, elaborate sculpture that has been two-anda-half years in the making.

•

Kent Monkman has been commissioned to create two monumental new paintings for the Metropolitan
Museum of Art’s Great Hall, which will be on view from December 19, 2019, through April 12, 2020.

•

Ryan Sluggett will release a 45-minute long animation whose current working title is Ed Terrestrial. The film
will fuse 3-D and 2-D with stop-motion and the painterly collage aesthetic for which the artist is known.

•

Michael Smith opens the Fall season at TrépanierBaer, and will premiere a new series of dramatic paintings,
including the monumental work titled Le Passage.

•

Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas has been has commissioned by the Seattle Art Museum to create a major
Haida Manga piece called Carpe Fin. Painted in watercolours and ink and stretching two meters high and
six meters long, this work will be exhibited in the late Fall of 2019. The artist is producing an accompanying
book that will also be launched in the Fall of 2019.

#105 999 – 8 STREET S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, T2R 1J5
T 403.244.2066
E info@tbg1.com
Gallery Hours: Tuesday through Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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